Next Generation
CMMS
Transform your maintenance department with
real-time, mobile problem solving software.

Without L2L CMMS

Empowered by L2L CMMS

Maintenance gets blamed for issues

Maintenance team drives OA improvement

Lack of historical maintenance records

Aligned production and PM execution

Excessive downtime

Real time data drives problem solving

Paper-based maintenance records

Simple, user-friendly interface

Lack of visibility of spares

Fully integrated spares system

Disconnected scheduling

Digital scheduling and tracking of resources

L2L Next-Gen CMMS Software Facts
Real-time Mobile Problem Solving Software for Maintenance
Technician Engagement

Preventive Maintenance

Inventory Management

Create a culture of problem-solving

Digital PM/TPM Checklist with automatic

Automatic reorder triggers based

abnormality escalations

on min stock levels

Real-time resource utilization

Notifications and Escalations

Calibration Management

management tools

Built-in App-based notifications and

Easily schedule and manage

escalations for Android and IOS

calibrated devices and tooling

Automatically present relevant

Predictive Maintenance

Operator Engagement

materials to technicians

Automatically alert Maintenance through

Through daily TPM, operator task

Machine(PLC) and IoT integrations

tracking and feedback

Attach visuals to Work Orders to

Work Orders

Reporting

effectively capture machine history

Closed-loop management with drag and

Seamless reporting on all

and best practices

drop scheduling functionality

maintenance KPI’s (MTBF, Cost,

Maintenance Supervision

Intelligent Document Association

Images/Video

Spares Usage, Downtime, etc.)
Budgeting

Spare Parts

Cost of asset ownership, total

Real-time BOM development through

inventory value, and turns

consumption, easy part search with images

Technical Specifications

Trust in L2L

Mobile ready, cloud-based Lean Execution System (LES) hosted by AWS

Trusted by Energizer, Goodyear,
Schick, Bose and many more

Fully-functioning API can be integrated with ERP, MES, EAM/CMMS,
MOM, and other systems
Uninterrupted plant operations with automated feature updates
Seamlessly integrate all existing systems into a unified digital platform

Our software has been driving
improvement in manufacturing for
over 20 years
24/7 support, free upgrades,
and no hidden fees

Such as SAP, JD Edwards, QAD File, M2M, and more
L2L provides a Lean Execution System software platform for manufacturers. It has integrated and easy-to-use lean tools that allow operators and managers to use
real-time data to reveal and solve root cause problems that cause metric misses, all while creating a sustainable plant floor culture of continuous improvement.

Finally a win/win for maintenance and production
Schedule a call today to add L2L to your maintenance playbook.

Schedule a Demo
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